Research Coordinator, Legal History

Salary: according to the E13 pay scale
Hours: 75% of full time employment
Contract type: fixed-term
Closes: 31 May 2022
Job Ref: DR/045/22

Centre for British Studies

The Centre for British Studies is an interdisciplinary teaching and research institute within the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. The advertised position (the German language advert being the original version) is part-time (3/4), fixed-term (until 30 June 2023), and vacant as of 1 July 2022.

Responsibilities: Organising events and publication, coordinating research within the research project "F.A, Mann (1907-1991): Shaping the Development of English, German, European and International Law"
   Organisation and preparation of the project conference, 15-16 September 2022
   Correspondence with project participants, project volume contributors and publisher
   Editing contributions

Requirements: A university degree in law, a good active knowledge of German, knowledge and interest in at least one of the following areas: monetary law, public international law, private international law, comparative law, legal history

Salary: Governed by the standard public sector salary scheme for graduates as applicable to the Humboldt-Universität, TV-L HU E 13 pro rata (75%).

The Humboldt-Universität is an equal opportunities employer.

Please send your application with a C.V. and copies of degree certificates to Prof. Dr. Gerhard Dannemann, Centre for British Studies, Mohrenstraße 60, 10117 Berlin, Germany, or to gerhard.dannemann[at]gbz.hu-berlin.de.